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SUMMARY
An analysis to determine the stresses and deflections caused by comparatively
small flared nozzle openings in large pressure vessels and an associated digital
computer program are described. The structural problem is idealized as a
shell of revolution with axis normal to a thin, shallow, parent shell which is
not axisymmetrical. The midsurfaces of the two shells are assumed to mate
at a common intersecting circle and the entire configuration is subjected to
internal pressurization and membrane edge forces.
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SECTIONI
INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of the magnitudeof stresses in the neighborhood of nozzle
ports is a technically important problem in the design of pressurized fuel tanks.
Concurrent with stress concentration effects, resulting from geometric dis-
continuities, the nozzles serve as localized loading points which can transmit
both thrusts and bending moments to the primary shell. Problems of this
nature occur in the elliptical end closures of large boosters of the Saturn type,
as well as with pressure vessels in the form of, spheres, cylinders, and
tori (see Figure 1).
Recognizing a need for efficient nozzle fabrication techniques, Republic
Aviation Corporation has recently developed a method of drawing flared nozzles
from curved thin shells Reference [1]. Using the developed technique, the
specific location of the nozzle drawing axis and the angle made with the local
shell normal are quite arbitrary, thus enhancing the possibilities of the
technique for general and, in particular, space vehicle applications. A significant
advantage of the nozzle-forming procedure, is that it eliminates the need for
complex weldments along awkward nozzle-shell junctions.
Although shell-nozzle interaction problems are of practical importance,
comparatively little analytical work has been published in this area. Notable
contributions have been made by Bijlaard [2, 3, 4] and Galletly [5] in the
analysis of discontinuity stresses adjacent to central circular opening in
spherical caps. In addition, Conway and Lissa [61 have considered the oblique
intersection of a rigid cylinder with a shallow spherical shell. However, questions
regarding the influence of unequal radii of curvature in the pressure vessel, at
nozzle junctions, have remained unanswered.
This document describes a general approximate procedure for determiniag
the stresses and deflections in flared nozzles with axes normal to comparatively
large pressure vessels, as well as the stress distribution in the parent shell
near the nozzle junction. Expressions for these discontinuity stress are derived
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Figure lc. Circular Torus Inter-
sected by a Circular
Cylinder with Axis along
a Surface Normal
for an idealized model, which brings out the salient features of the problem.
It is assumed that the nozzle geometry, exclusive of the parent dome shell,
can be approximated (see Figure 2) by a surface of revolution, consisting of a
right circular cylinder joined to a bell-mouthed shell of variable thickness. The
nozzle axis is taken normal to a thin, shallow, parent shell of double curvature
which is idealized as a segment of an elliptic paraboloid. Because of the shallowness
of the dome segment and the coincidence of nozzle axis and local shell normal,
the curve describing the intersecting shells can be approximated as a circle.
The entire system is subjected to internal pressure and it is assumed that
membrane boundary conditions exist at the top of the cylinder and at the edges
of the dome segment.
Sections II and III present the mathematical models for the cylinder-flare
combination and dome, respectively. The analytical and numerical solution
procedures associated with generating solution families for each are complete
in their respective sections. Section IV deals with the joining of these
two segments to form a composite shell by a point-matching E7, 81 scheme
with least squares option.
The computer program, which numerically generates the appropriate
solution families, joins the shell segments, md calculates the overall stresses
and deformations, is described in Section V. A complete set of operating
instructions is contained in the separate companion report entItled, "Userts
Manual for Stress Analysis of a Doubly-Curved Skin with a Flared Nozzle
Port," Republic Aviation Corporation Report No. RAC 1452-7, dated 15 May 1965.
Concurrent with the submission of this report, the computer program is being
made available to the National Aeronautics and Space Adminstration, where it
will be applied to the analysis of specific test problems.
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Figure 2. Idealization of a Flared-Nozzle as a Series of Shells
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SECTIONII
CYLINDER-FLARE ANALYSIS
A. INTRODUCTION
The following developmentdescribes the general numerical procedures, based
on Flugge's linear elastic shell equations E9], for determining the stresses and de-
flections in the cylinder-flare portion of the composite shell. It is assumed that the nozzle
geometry, exclusive of the parent dome shell, can be approximated by a surface of
revolution, consisting of a circular cylinder joined to a bell mouthed shell of variable
thickness. Because of the axisymmetric shape of the flare model, it is possible to
expand all dependent variables into Fourier series in the circumferential direction
such that the Fourier coefficients are functions only of the meridional coordinate.
The shell equations then yield an uncoupled set of ordinary differential equations for
the coefficients of each Fourier component. Finite difference forms of these equations
are then solved by a modification of the matrix methods employed in Reference [10].
B. FORMULATION OF BASIC EQUATIONS
The flare consists of a shell of revolution (Figure 3) of variable wall thickness,
t. The distance along the middle-surface meridional curve, measured from an edge
of the shell is denoted by x; the normal distance from the axis to the curve by r(x).
The functions rl(x ) and r2(x ) describe the meridional and hoop radii of curvature of
the middle surface, respectively.
The exact equilibrium equations of a differential shell element in terms of force
and moment resultants are given by [9 7
(r N¢)" + rlN_¢- rlNoCos ¢ - rQ¢ = - rr I pc (la)
(rN¢8)" + rlN _ + rlNo¢cos ¢- rlQ 8 sin ¢ = - rr 1 P8 (ib)
5
r 1N o sin¢+r N¢ +r 1Q_+(rQ¢)" = rr lp
(rM¢)" +r 1M_¢ -r 1M 0cos¢ =rr 1Q¢
/
(rM¢o)" +r 1M e+r 1Mo¢cos¢ = rr 1Qe
rl r2 N¢8 Nee '
(lc)
(id)
(le)
(if)
where ( )"
=_-_( )
( )'= _---
_e( ) ,
P' PC and PO are the shell loads per unit of middle surface area in the _, ¢ and O
directions, respectively (Figure 3), and
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Figure 3. Flare Geometry
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ri
= ¢,e,_'¢'_ )The stress components \i are defined in accordance with con-(;ij
ventional theory of elasticity notation. As a consequence, the force and moment re-
sultants defined by equations (1} and (2) are positive when acting as shown in Figures
2c through 2e.
Equation (1 0 is an identity which follows from the definitions of the force and
moment resultants given by equations (2c), (2d), (2g), and (2h). Equations (la)
through (le), therefore, constitute five independent equations involving ten resultants.
The required connecting equations are provided by the constitutive relations [9]:
N¢ u'+ v cos ¢ + w sin ¢]D v" +w +ur I r _
- rl w'" +w]
+ K r2 rl F v - w" +
2 r 2 L r 1 r 1 r i J '
r 1
(3a)
N@ I v" + w
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r r I
- [ r2-r 1K r2 rl v
rr I r 2 h r I r 2
W" W" COS@]cos¢ +wsin¢+__ +
r 2 r r 1
(3b)
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Lr2 rr I r 2 r I
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rr I rr I r 2
• r_l (w'"-w" 5__-_(v"-v rArl/ r 1 rl)_'
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(3g)
(3h)
where u,v,w are the middle surface displacements in the circumferential, meridional
and normal directions, respectively (see Figure 4a), and
Et
D - 2 (4a)
1-y
Et 3
K - (4b)
12(1-v 2)
Equations (3) are based on the Kirchoff-Love hypothesis, which assumes the
preservation of normals to the middle surface during deformation, and neglects direct
stresses (a_ _). Equations (3), however, are based upon the retention of thickness-
curvature terms up to the order of and in the strain-displacement re-
lations and stress resultant expressions, whereas, in the usual thin shell theory,
founded on Love's first approximation Fll_, first powers of these quantities are
neglected in comparison with unity.
The set of field equations given by (la) through (le) and (3a) through (3h) con-
stitute thirteen independent relations in the thirteen field quantities N¢, N O , N0¢,
N¢0, M¢, M 0, Me0, MO¢ , Q¢, Qe,u, v and w. These quantities and the surface
loads are now expanded into Fourier series as follows:
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The quantities (_c' tc and r c represent a reference stress level, thickness and
radial dimension of the shell, respectively, which tend to normalize the dimensionless
n n n
Fourier coefficients t s, t o , .... , w . The expansions (5) and (6) and the development
which follows are valid for loads and boundary conditions which produce symmetric
deformations about the plane 0 = 0. Antisymmetric problems can be accommodated
by interchanging the roles of sin nO and cos n0 in Equations (5) and (6). Solutions for
general asymmetric loading conditions can then be obtained by decomposing the com-
plete problem into symmetric and antisymmetric components.
If Equations (5) and (6) are substituted into (1) and (3) the equations for the
Fourier coefficients decouple into separate sets for each Fourier index n. Each set
constitutes an eighth order system of ordinary differential equations with the meridional
coordinate x as independent variable. To facilitate subsequent numerical computations,
th
it is convenient to express the n general system as four second order differential
equations in the Fourier coefficients u:, u_, w n and mn's This is accomplished in
the tollowing manner: Solve Equations (ld) through (1f) for Q¢, Q0 and N0¢ and sub-
stitute the resulting expressions into Equations (la) through (lc). Next, eliminate
terms (3a) and (3f) by making use of (3e). Substituting (5) and (6) into the resulting
equations and considering only normal pressure loading then yields the following for
the n th set of Fourier coefficients*:
Pints+t, s__,t0]+nts0 _ )2 [P_sm, s
+ P _' cos (m s - m 0 ) + n (a_s - we) mos
+nee smsO] = 0
oE, tso + t,so]- nt0 - )t2 !o_(¢Os + u_0) ms@
(7)
+ 0 u_0 m' - molsO nceo = 0
For convenience the superscript n on the Fourier coefficients will be omitted
in the following equations.
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(8 cont'd)
The following dimensionless quantities and geometric identities have been em-
ployed in deriving Equations (7) and (8):
x
r
c
t
C
r
b
c
(t/tc)3
12(1-y 2)
t/t c
1-y2
(9)
r
c
Ws = r-_
r
c
_e = r-2
(10)
r
D r
C
14
sin ¢ = D _0
cos¢ = p7
.____= i _ _ i (),
¢ _s _s _s
),
= ( (11)
= 7( s- O )
p' = ,07
7' = - (72+ _s _¢0 )
The symbol ( )', which previously indicated differentiation with respect to
is now employed to denote differentiation with respect to s in the Fourier component
Equations (7) and (8). No confusion should arise since 0 has been eliminated from
the latter equations by Fourier decomposition.
When Equations (8) are substituted into (7), the resulting four second order
differential equations are of the form:
a u" +a2o s +a3u s+a4_ +a5u ols
+a 5, w"+a 6w_+a 7w+a 8m * +a 9 mS S
= 0
#
al0u s + allU s + al2u _' + al3u 0 + al4u e
w" + w _ + w + m =
+ a15 a16 a17 a18 s 0
,, +a19u s+ + ,, +al9,U s a20u s a21u 0 a22u _
m"
+ a23u0 + a24w" + a25w_+ a26w + a27 s
+a28m_ s +a29 m s = -p
(12)
a30u s + a31u s
+a35w + a36 m s = 0
where the aWs are listed in Appendix I.
W vv + W t
+ a32u 0 + a33 a34
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Equations (12) can be conveniently written in the following matrix form:
E Z" + F Z' + GZ = e (13)
where Z is the solution vector
and
Z
I::]
m S
¢
aI 0 a5, 0
0 a12 a15 0
a19, a21 a24 a27
0 0 a33 0
(14a)
(14b)
F __
a 2 a 4 a 6 a 8
al0 a13 a16 0
al 9 a22 a25 a28
a30 0 a34 0
(14c)
a 3 a 5 a 7 a 9
all a14 a17 a18
a20 a23 a26 a29
a31 a32 a35 a36
(14d)
e _
I:l
16
(14e)
C. BOUNDARYCONDITIONS
Theeighth order system of equations describing deformations of the shell must be
solved subject to four appropriately specified boundary conditions at the edges S = 0 and
S = _. In general, physically realizable edge conditions can be written in the following
form:
KllN¢ + K12v = L 1 (15a)
K21Ncp 0 + K22u = L 2 (15b)
K31_q_ + K32w = L 3 (15c}
K41¢ _ + K42 Mq_ = L 4 (15d}
Where Kll ..... , K42 and L1,.., L 4 are specified constants and the quantities not pre-
viously defined are: (a} an effective membrane shear stress, resultant
- _ (16a)
_0 = N 0 r 2 '
(b) an effective transverse shear stress resultant
_-- _ rrll [ 5__ (rM_+rl 5_0_ _ u q_] 1 5MQ_ (M_J - rlM_Cos + _ . q_ O (16b)r 50 '
and
(c) the meridional slope change
_ 1 _wI v]
(see Figure 4b ).
(16c)
The Fourier coefficients corresponding to these additional quantities, i.e.,
%0' _'sn and _s n are defined by the expansions
n=0 I_ n cos n0J
17
dp_ - E _s cos nO,
n=0
so that from (5) and (15) the boundary conditions for the n th
written as
_Y+ AZ =£
where
h __
_Kll 0 0
0 )K21 0 0
0 0 XK31 0
0 0 0
P
K12
E
0
K22
E
0
0
0
0
K41
Er
C
0 0
K32
0
E
0 )_3rcK42
(17)
Fourier component can be
(18)
(19a)
(19b)
and
L 3
L 4
Y
oo
= qcrc L
n=0
cos
,/_'_/sin n 8
n /£3 cos n 0n£4 cos n O
18
(19c)
(20)
In order to express the boundary conditions entirely in terms of the solution
vector z, Equations (16)are first written in Fourier componentform andthe resulting
Fourier coefficients are then expressed in terms of us, ue, w and ms by meansof
equations (8). The results of these calculations are given in matrix form by
Y = HZ' + JZ (21)
where
n_---
(
rb I 0 b4, 0
0 b6 b8 0
bl 0' b11 b13 b15
0 0 1 0
(22a)
J._-
b2 b3 b4 b4,,
b5 b7 b9 0
bl0 b12 b14 b16
-Ws 0 0 0
and the b coefficients are given in Appendix II.
(22b)
Substituting (21) into (18) yields
_HZ' + (A+C_J)Z = £ (23)
Thus, the field equations (13) are to be solved subject to bmmdary conditions of
the type (23) at the edges S = 0 and S = _.
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Do FINITE DIFFERENCE FORMULATION AND MATRIX
SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
The range of the independent variable 0_<S_<S is divided into N intervals by the
grid points i=0, 1,..., N. The i th grid size is then defined by
_hi=S. - (i=l 2 N)I Si-I ' "''' (24)
The vector field Z is now replaced by the mesh vectors Z. defined only at the
1,
grid points. At all interior points, l<_i<N-1, the first two derivatives of Z are re-
placed by parabolic central difference expressions of the form
= Zi+l- A t_ i Z. Z.1 (hi+l + &i) 1 i+l 1 A i 1-
(25a)
Z = 2 Zi+l 1 + Z. + _ (25b)
i (5i+ 1 + _i ) hi+ 1 1 h i
At the end points i=0, N first derivatives of Z are approximated by forward and
backward difference formulas, respectively, which involve the same truncation orders
as for the central difference formulas (25).
Z_I + _2 _2 2
£_1 + Z Z C _I(A1 +A2) + A1 +_2 ) (26a)Z° = - Z2 _2 (AI+A2) 1 A 1A 2 - o
%-1 2 bN + AN-I
Z'N= Z N _N(AN + AN_ 1)+ A N +AN_ 1 -ZN-I % AN-I
+ ZN_ 2 AN (26b)
AN_ 1 (/h +/_N_I )
This, employing Equations (25) and (26) the boundary value problems given by
Equations (13) and (23) are approximated by the matrix difference equations:
+C Z2=g o_'oZI + BoZo o
Ai Zi+l + BiZi + CiZi-1 = gi (i=1, 2 ..... N-l)
AN ZN-2 + ]3NZN + CNZN-1 = gN
(27a)
(27b)
(27c)
2O
where
A
o
fi
o
_-1+ A2 _ H
A 1 A 2 o o
+_oIJ -Ao o
Co=- _2 (AI+A2) _oHo
go = _0
2E. A.
_ 1 + 1 F.
Ai bi+l _i+l I
Bi =-2El _-_-+1 + 1
2E i Ai+ 1
C = - F.i 1
1 1
Fi + (Ai+ 1 + A i) G i
(28a)
(28b)
gi = (Ai + _i+l )ei,
%
X N = ONH N A N_I(AN+AN_I)
f_N = AN + f_N 'IN + _N _N AN-1
CN = - O*NHN AN + AN-I
/iN AN_ 1
gN = £N
and the subscripts zero and N refer to the grid values at i=0, N, respectively.
(28c)
Equations (27) form a system of (N+I) linear algebraic equations in the N+I un-
known mesh vectors (Zi)i=0, 1,...,N" We assume that as N -_ _ the solution of this
algebraic system converges to the solution of the differential system.
Thus for a sufficiently small mesh size, the mesh vectors Z. are expected to1
accurately approximate the vector field Z(s).
21
Matrix solutions of the difference equations are obtained by a modified Gaussian
elimination scheme slightly different from the onedeveloped in Reference El0]. The
procedure is as follows:
Solve (27b)for Z2 wheni = 1,
Z 2 = All (gI-BIZI-CIZo) (29)
and substitute (29) into (27a) to obtain
Ao Z1 +Bo Zo =go (27c)
where
Ao=Ao- CoAl 1 BI' Bo =Bo- Co A11 C1' go:go- CoAll gl
Next solve (27b) for ZN_ 2 when i = N-I,
ZN-2 =CNI-I (gN-1- AN-I ZN-BN-1ZN-1)
and substitute into (27c) to obtain
BN ZN + AN ZN-1 = gN
where
-1
BN = BN-'_N CN-1 AN-I'
gN = gN- "_N-1 CN--_ gN-1
-1
CN = CN - "_'NCN-1
(27 e)
Next, Equations (27d) and (27b) (for i = 1) are solved simultaneously for
22
Z° in terms of Z1 and Z2 and then for Z1 in terms of Z2.
Zo = C11 [gl-AIZ2- BIZ1]
1 -i
Z1 =-IBoC1 B1-Ao 1 [BoCllAIZ2-BoCllg1 + go]
(30)
(31)
(This inversion procedure avoids singularities which can occur in the B matrix for
o
certain types of boundary conditions). It is next assumed that the value of the mesh
vector at a given grid point can be expressed in terms of the value at the following grid
point in the form
Zi_ 1 =- Pi_lZi + Xi_ 1 0--2,3,..._1-1). (32)
Recurrence relations for the P's and X's are established by substituting (32) into (27b);
-1
r _
1 1
-1
X i = [Bi-CiPi_l] [gi-CiXi_l] , (i=2,3,...N_1). (33)
I However, from (31) the initial values are
-i -I -I
:   -Aol
I -i
x1 = [BoC_-A_ -_ [_oCl%-%]'
and therefore all the P's_ and X's up to PN-1 and XN_ 1
(34a)
(34b)
can be determined from (33)
by recursions. The value of Z N can now be determined by substituting
ZN-I = -PN-I ZN + XN-I
into (27e), yielding
(35)
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-1
(36)
and therefore all the values of Z i down to Z2 can be determined by recursions of (32).
Finally Z 1 and Zo are found in turn from (31) and (30). Tiros, the solution for all the
-i involves only the inversion of 4 x 4 matrices at each grid point,Ziji=0, 1,...,N
which can be rapidly accomplished on a digital computer.
After the Zi vectors have been obtained in the above manner, numerical approxi-
nations to the remaining field quantities can be calculated from obvious finite difference
counterparts of equations (8).
The stresses cry, _0 and _ are obtained by first finding the total grid point
displacements from the last two equations of (5). These are then substituted into
finite difference equivalents of the strain-displacement relations: [ 9]
_ v" v __r_ _ w'" L+w" r_ L+ w
¢_ r I r I r I r 1+_ r I r 1+_ r I r I r I+_ r 1+
rl + _ w"U t V
= - + -- cot_
EO r r I r 2+_ r sin_ r 2+
w" cot_ _ + w
r 1 r 2 + _ r 2 +
u" r2+_ url r2+_
7_oe = r2 rl+_ r2 rl+_' cot_p +
v' rl+ _
r I sin _ r 2 +
(37)
w'" _ (__2 1 rl 1 .j_rlsin _ +_ + r2 rl+_
+ rlw' cot _ _ +
r 2 sin_ r 2+ ._ r 2 r 1+
The stresses are finally calculated by substituting the resulting strains into Hooke's
law,
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E
- 2 (E(p + p ¢0 )
_o i - v
E
(7_u - 2 ( ¢0 + U ¢.A)
1-p
(38)
E
%o --- = 2(1+u)
E. UNIT SOLUTIONS
Since the boundary conditions cannot be satisfied continuously at the flare-
dome intersection, a solution procedure which matches conditions point-wise will
be employed. Toward this end, we wish to develop unit solutions which satisfy
the homogeneous flare equations and which, when multiplied by suitable constants,
can be made to satisfy appropriate boundary conditions. To develop the unit
solutions, we specialize the constants of Equations (15) so that the unit problem
boundary conditions, satisfied for each n, are:
=t s =f =m =o(1) s = o: t s 0 s s
=1, u =w=m =os=6: us O s
(2) s = o: same as for (1)
=o, u =1, w=m =0s =_: us O s
(3) s = o: same as for (1)
S=S: U
=U =0, W=I, m =o
s e s
(4) s = o: same as for (1)
=u =w=o, m =1s = _: us O s
In addition, for n = o, we require the particular solution corresponding to
the internal pressure = p (a constant) and boundary conditions, which are:
s = o: t ° = internal pressure membrane forces
tsO = fs = ms = o
S =S: u s uO =w=m s =o
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Multiplying the resulting unit solutions by constants and summing, we obtain,
for eight of the more ,important derived quantities:
n 4
•, _ Cn n u0UF(S ,e) =_ cos ne k Uslk(S) + (s)
n= 0,2,o. k=l
4 n
VF(S,0 ) =_ sinn0k= _ n (s)n=0, 2,.. Ck uek
4
WF(S,O) =_" cos n{9_ n n w 0
n_0, 2,.. l_---_ Ck wk (s) + (s)
_. 4
=n_ _= n n m0(s)Ms(S,0) cosn 0 Ckm k (s) +
=0, 2,,. 1
n 4
___ _ n t n t ocosn0 > Ck Sk (s) + s (s)Ns(S, 0)
=n ,2,.. k=--I
n 4
Z n ts:kNs0(S, 0) = sin n 0 Ck (s)
n=0, 2,.. k=l
n 4
(_s(S, 0) :n_ c°s n 0k_=lCk fn :
=0,2,.. Sk (s) + f (s)
fi 4 n
's(S,9)=Z cos n0_ C_ _ (s)+_0(s)
n=0, 2,.. k=l
(39a)
(39b)
(39c)
(39d)
(39e)
(390
(39g)
(39h)
where the subscript F refers to "Flare," the subscript S relates to the meridional
coordinate and U F and V F are the meridional and circumferential deflections,
respectively.
The remaining derived quantities may be formed in a similar manner where
necessary.
Only the even integer (n) Fourier terms have been used, since the nozzle-dome
geometry is assumed tobe symmetric about the xz and yz planes. Writing the solutions
n n
in this form yields 4 (_ + 1) constants Ck to satisfy the nozzle-dome intersection
compatibility and equilibrium conditions. However, because of the problem's symmetry
0 0, thus reducing the number of unknowns to 2 n + 3.it can be shown that C 2 =
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SECTIONIII
DOME ANALYSIS
A. INTRODUCTION
The governing equations for the bending and stretching of an arbitrarily
shaped, thin, shallow shell were originally developed by Marguere [12]. For
completeness, these equations are rederived (Appendix II) for the particular
geometry of an elliptic-paraboloidal shell. The median surface of this shell
is prescribed by (see Figure 5)
z = -_ + Ry
(I)
where, to the order of approximation in the analysis, R x and R Y
radii of curvature.
are the principal
Marguerre's shallow shell theory is characterized by a linear system of
eleven coupled equations for as many unknowns. In particular, this set consists
of the equilibrium equations
5N bN
x xy+ = 0 (2a)
6x By
5N bN
xy + _ = 0 (2b)
bx By
x =
* Qx (2c)5x By
_Mxy _My = QY (2d)5x + by
Nx N
-Y- = (2e)
b x + By R R - p (x,y)
x y
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Figure 5o Coordinates and Notation for Shallow
E lliptic- Par aboloidal Shell
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kand the stress resultant-displacement relations
s = AF._u + _._v +(_÷ _'_wl
x L O x oy \nx try _ j
5 v 5u 1 v
{'I-v_A Fbu 5v q
Nxy= "-Y-'-- L_ +_J
F 52w 52w -1_= -DL-- Z +_,Tj
I .. _ F b2w b2w q
•,_ = -,-, L:-_ + _,7j
oy o
2
5w
(3a)
(3b)
(3c)
(3d)
(3e)
(3f)
The notation and sign convention is shown in Figure 6. Associated with Equations
2 and 3 are the admissible boundary conditions which specify either
u or E"x + oo_ (£,y)] (4a)
v or [Nxy cos (£,x) + Ny cos (£, x)] (4b,
bMxy'_ ,y)] (4c)w or [ (Qx + 5MxY)cos(_'x' + (Qy+Sy 5 jcos(£
_W
a'--x" or Mx (4d)
_W
or _5 (4e)5 y "y
Equations 2 and 3 can be contracted to the single fourth order partial
differential equation (Appendix l'H)
29
Ny _ _ '_ Nx
Figure 6, Sign Convention for the Stress Resultants
3O
V4 2 2
- i5 _k_ = D (5a)
where _, the complex deflection-stress function, is defined by
i F
[(1-v 2) AD ]1/2
with
5 4 = (1-v2)_k
D
V
2 52 52
+2 2
b x 5y
_, 2 _ 1 52 + 1 52
k Rx 5 y2 Ry 5 x 2
and F is related to the stress resultants by
52F
N -
x 2
5y
- 52F
N -
xy _¢5y
52F
N -
Y 5x 2
(5b)
(5c)
(5d)
Thus, Marguerre's shallow shell theory reduces to the solution of Equation
5a subject to the requisite boundary conditions selected from Equations 4.
B. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The controlling equation for the deformation of the elliptic-paraboloidal
shell (Equation 5a) requires the stipulation of four boundary conditions at each
31
edgeto establish a unique solution. Four of these will be specified some distance
away from the junction of the flare and dome.
In accordance with the local character of the discontinuity stress, the
bending effects attenuate rapidly, and the stress field approaches the membrane
field. Thus, away from the intersection, the following conditions are imposed,
at x = L x (Figure 7)
Nx = membrane force
Nxy = 0
5M
Qx + xy = 0 (6a)by
M = 0
X
at y = L
Y
N = membrane force
Y
N = 0
5M
Qy + XYsx = 0 (6b)
M = 0
Y
The symmetry of the shell leads to the additional restrictions along x = 0
U _--
_W
b-'_ = 0 (7a)
5M
Qx+ XY=o5y
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I
I
x Ny
I
I
I
Figure 7. Intersection of the Flared Nozzle with the
Elliptic-Par aboloidal Shell
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and at y = 0
v = 0
N =0
xy
_W
-0
5y
5M
Qy = xy_x = 0
(7b)
Furthermore, the continuity conditions at the junction of the flare and the dome
require that the displacements, normal slope, and stress resultants of each
shell be equal. These compatibility relations will be described in detail in the
section dealing with the "point-m_tching" of the flare to the dome. However,
for subsequent use, the Cartesian components of the displacements and forces
in the elliptic-paraboloidal shell are transformed to curvilinear components.
To this end, the displacements are (Figure 8a)
u = ucos0 + v sin0
r
v 0 = -usinO + vcos 0
and the in-plane force resultants are (Figure 8b)
N r = Nxcos20 + Ny sin20 + 2 Nxy sin0 cos 0
Nro= (Ny-Nx_Sin0cos0 + Nxy (cos20-sin20_
NO = Nxsin20 + NyCOS20 - 2 NxysinO cos0
(8a)
(8b)
and the moment resultants are (Figure 8c)
Mr = MXcos2o + My sin20 + 2 Mxy sin0 cos 0
Mro : (My-Mx_sin0 cose+ Mxy(COS20-sin20_
M 0 = Mx sin20 + My cos20 -2 Mxy sin 0 cos 0
(8c)
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Yve
v
8 Ur
U
Nx
Nx _
Nr
I
N,-_ 1
Ny
a. displacements b. force resultants
i
i
I I
MxI
I
I
I
I
--'-My
Mry
c. moment resultants d. transverse shear resultants
Figure 8. Cartesian and Polar Coordinate Representations
of the Displacements and Stress Resultants
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and the transverse shear resultants are (Figure 8d )
Qr = Qx cos 0 +Qysine
Q0 =-Qx sin0 + QyCOS 0
(8d)
C. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM: ELLIPTIC-PARABOLOIDAL SHELL
1. Technical Approach
The mathematical difficulties associated with the simultaneous satis-
faction of the field equation (Equation 5a) and the associated boundary conditions
(Equations 6, 7, and the interaction conditions) are sizable. Consequently, an
approximate solution technique known as "Least-Squares Point-Matching", will
be employed, to effect a solution to the composite (interaction) problem.
To prepare the way for the application of the point-matching pro-
cedure, two families of functions which satisfy the homogeneous field Equation,
5a, are constructed. Each family is in the form of an infinite series with co-
efficients which must be determined from the boundary conditions. The solution
(applicable to the elliptic-paraboloidal shell) is composed of three distinct parts.
These are (1) a particular solution of Equation 5a (suitable for the description of
the membrane field), (2) a solution to the homogeneous equation which decays ex-
ponentially in the y direction and has a trigonometric variation in the x direction,
and (3) a companion solution to the homogeneous equation which decays exponentially
in the x direction and has a trigonometric variation in the y direction.
The required solutions will be developed in subsection 2, and the
boundary conditions satisfied by each of the solutions will be discussed in sub-
section 3.
2. Component Solutions
a. Particular Solution
A particular solution of Equation 5a, which satisfies the far
field boundary conditions (Equation 6) as well as the symmetry requirements
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(Equations 7), can be constructed from the membrane theory of shells. After
neglecting the quantities multiplied by the flexural rigidity, D, Equation 5a
reduces to
2
_7 k F = p (9)
A suitable choice of F (x, y) is
R R
X
(10)
and from 5d, the stress resultants are
R
__.Z
Nx = P 2
Nxy 0
R R
Ny = p 2 R
X
(lla)
Substituting Equation 11a into 3a, 3b, and 3c, arbitrarily setting the normal
deflection, w, equal to zero, and then integrating, leads to the membrane dis-
placements
1-2v + VRxu = P 2Et x
R R
"-Y- I2 -'v- -'_ ] Y (11b)
v = P 2Et Rx
w = 0
b. Complementary Sohtion
A complementary solution to Equation 5a, which gives rise to
stress resultants that decay exponentially as y increases, can be presented in
the form
(Pn = C e f_ y coS(_nX (12a)
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where a n is taken as
n_
n 2L ; n integer (12b)
X
and fl is a characteristic number to be determined and C is an arbitrary con-
stant. The constant L is the projected semi-span in the x direction (Figure 7).
X
Substituting from Equation 12a into 5a leads to the character-
istic equation
2 2_ 2 i52 (f12 2 52 1 1 2-an R - _n_ - i _R R _n = 0
x x y
(13)
for the acceptable values of ft. They are,
fll, 2 = ± (Pl + iql_
fl3,4 = ± (P2 + iq2)
(14)
with the definitions
Pl = 2 an 2R x
P2 = 2 n _ 1± 1+
2 112
ql = 2 _n
q2 = 2 + 2R J
X
(l+a) 62
2Rx_n 2 - 62b /
(l-a) 52
2Rx_: ÷ 52b
2
(l-a) 52
2Rx_:+ 52b )
2 1 1+ + x_n
a = 2 54 x Y
(15a)
(15b)
(15c)
(15d)
(15e)
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2 2
b - x i (15f)
a 62 x Ry
Since Pl' P2' ql' and q2
radical is dependent upon the signs of the terms (_n 2
are real numbers, the choice of signs preceding the
62b
2R )and(_n 2 52b+ 2-fi-)"
X X
For example, in computing Pl' if
0 (16a)
2 52b
_n 2R
X
the positive sign is required, and if
2 62b
_n 2R < 0 (16b)
X
the negative sign is required. Furthermore, if
2 62b
t_n 2R x = 0 (16c)
equation 15a reduces to
2 (l+a) 62
Pl = 4 R (16d)
X
The remaining quantities, ql' P2' and q2 are obtained in the same manner.
becomes,
Employing Equation 14, the expanded form of Equation 12a
IC (Pl+iql)Y -(Pl+iql)Y (P2+iq2)Y
_n = cos _n x 1 e + C2e +C3e +C 4 e-(P2+iq2)Y1 (17)
where C1, C2, C3, and C4 are complex constants. Since Equation 17 is valid
for any n, the complete solution will be composed of the sum over all values
on n. With this understanding, further discussions will be concerned only with
a generic term of the series.
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Retaining the terms which give rise to negative exponents in
17, since the stress resultants must decay as y grows large, and letting
C 2 = A I + i B 1
C4 = A 2 + i B 2
Equations 17 becomes
-Ply
_n = cOS_nX I{AlCOSqlY + BlsinqlY_ e
-P2 y
+ <A2eosq2Y + B2sinq2Y} e
-Ply
+ i_BleOS qlY- AlSin qlY _ e
+i {B2eosq2Y-A2 sinq2y_ e-P2Y_ (18)
Equating real and imaginary parts, as prescribed by Equation
5b, leads to the deflection
-Ply
w n = cOS_nX[_AlCOSqlY+BlsinqlY_e
,- -P2 y
+_A 2 cosq2Y+B 2 sinq2y _e l (19a)
and the stress function
F
n
[(I_2)AD_ 1/2
-Pl y
= cos _nX I{ -A1 sin qly + B1 cos qly _ e
-P2 y
+ {-A2 sinq2Y + B2 c°sq2Y I e 1 (19b}
The stress resultants associated with Equations 19 are obtained
from the interconnecting relations {Equations 3d, 3e, 3f, and 5d} and are
4O
N_
Nxy
(_Ob)
I
i
I
I
I
Ny = -_It
i/z -Ply s__ +_
+ B2 cos q2Y_
-p_Y
+ e f - A2 sin q2Y
(20c)
+
+
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J
%(20e)
(2Of)
The transverse shear resultants are, from Equations 2c and 2d,
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l
Qy Dc°sGnXIe-PlY{(Ip13-3Plq12-p1_2]AI+Eq13-3p:q1+q1G:i]Bl>COSqly
+(-[_F-_F_+_d_]_+[_:-_,¢-_:]_I}sm_Y}
+(-_:-3p:q2+q2_2_A2+_:-3P2q:-p2G:lB2)sinq2y}l(21b,
The displacements u and v are evaluated from Equations 3a,
3b, and 3c where Nx, Nxy , Ny, and w are now known functions. Solving the
first order partial differential equations results in
D f/2 sin O_nX
u = L(i_v2_A: _n [ -PlYr 2 _ _(I-v2)A}I/2 B ]e _ [_ql -P2-_: U)Al+_Plql -'_ D R 2 " 1j sin qlY
X
;( i-I_2)A'I"1/2 "_A
+!_qlPl-_ DR 2J / 1-_2-p2-_:V>BliC°sqlY} +
X
-P2Y{[_2 2 2 "_. z" ,f(l_v2_,k 1/2 -
e .2 -p2 -_n y...}A2 +(2P2q2 - L DR 2 } ) B2J sin q2y
X
+ E _p2q2 - {{ 1D-: 22}A}1/2 > A2 - (q22 - p2 2
X
(22a)
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I
I
I
I
Thus, all the field quantities derivable from the assumed
solution (Equation 12a) are now known for integral values of n. The special
case of n = 0 must be examined independently. This case corresponds to a
one dimensional problem in the coordinate y. Therefore, Equation (5a) re-
duces to (with p = 0)
and _o is
where
d4q_ o 62 d2_ o
i - 0
dy4 R x dy2
(23a)
-rio(l+i)y 8o(1+i)y
/
COo = CoI+ClIY + C2, e + C3 (23b)
(23c)
1
and Col, C1, C21 and C 3' are complex constants.
Again, since the field quantities are to decay exponentially, only the negative ex-
ponential is retained. Furthermore, the rigid body constant C o ' is also omitted.
Therefore, analogous to the case n _ 0, the displacements and stress resultants
2' +ifor n=0 are (with C = A o B o)
-_y
O
w ° = (A ° cos floy + B o sin BoY) e (24a)
-_oyF o
[(1-y2)AD71/2 = (-A osinflo y + BoC°Sflo y)e
2 e-flo y coSfloy + Bosinfloy )Nx = [(I-vU)AD] 1/2 280 (Ao
(24b)
(24c)
N = 0
xy
(24d)
N = 0
Y
(24e)
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2e-_° yMx = -2vDflo (A ° sinfloY-B ocosfloy )
M =0
xy
M = - 2 Dfl 2 -_o y
e (A osinfloy -B coSflo y)y o o
Qx = 0
i= - e sin flo yo o-Bo
(24f)
(24g)
(24h)
(24i)
+ [Ao+Bo ;cos floY_ (24j)
u = 0
0
-rio y
Vo = _e {(sinfloy -
(24k)
coSfloY)A o-(cos floy + sin floy ) B °
+ constant } (24_)
All quantities related to the product type solution (Equation 12a)
displaying exponentially decaying stress fields in the y direction have now been
evaluated. The companion solution, i.e., the solution which gives rise to an ex-
ponentially decaying stress field in the x direction, can be developed in a similar
manner. Here the stress function is taken as
where
= _ e _x cos _m y (25a)
n
_ my (25b)(_m 2L
Y
Proceeding as before, Equations 12a to 24 would yield the similar relations
(Equations 13, 15, and 17 through 24), with the following changes:
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replace: R
X
R
Y
L
X
L
Y
X
Y
U
n
v
n
w
n
M
X
M
Y
M
xy
N
X
N
Y
N
xy
Pl
P2
ql
q2
_n
A 1
A 2
B 1
B 2
by R
Y
R
X
L
Y
L
X
Y
X
V
m
U
m
W
m
M
Y
M
X
M
xy
N
Y
N
X
N
xy
P3
P4
q3
%
0t
m
A 3
A 4
B 3
B 4
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(26)
The equations resulting from this cyclic interchange (Equation
26) will not be listed since they are employed symbolically in subsequent analysis.
That is, the first solution (Equations 12a to 24) is tabulated and the companion
solution can always be obtained by the cyclic interchange listed in Equation 26.
3. Satisfaction of the Boundary Conditions
It is not possible to satisfy all the boundary conditions continuously
with the type solutions employed herein. Therefore, a solution procedure will
be used, which satisfies the boundary conditions at discrete points. An efficient
function to be employed in this procedure can be constructed from each of the
component complementary solutions. To this end, each family (with unknown
constants such as A 1, A2, B1, and B2) is made to satisfy as many boundary
conditions as possible while leaving one free constant. Thus, three of the four
unknowns are evaluated from some of the boundary conditions, and the fourth
unknown will be evaluated in accordance with the remaining conditions by the
"Least-Squares Point-Matching" procedure.
The symmetry conditions with respect to the x axis, Equation 7a,
are identically satisfied for all values of y and n (including n = 0) by virtue of
the trigonometric variation. Similar requirements with respect to the y direction
Equation 7b, lead to the relations, for all values of x and n > 1,
2 C(I_U 2)A )1/2
X
{1-v2)A_ I/2
-IpI3-3qI2pI-(2+v)c_n2pl + qlL DRx2J I BI
2 {(l_v2_ 1/2+ [q23-3q2P22+(2+v)°_n q2+P2 2 ) _A2
DR
X
- Ip23-3q22p2-(2+Y)_n2p2+q2 ( (1-v2)A 1/2
DR2) IB2 = 0
X
(27a)
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I
!
I
i
t
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
t
t
I
I
!
+
qlA1 + PlB1 + q2A2 + P2 B2 = 0 (27b)
-PlA1 +qlBI-p2A2 +q2B2 = 0 (27c)
2
!p13-3Plq12-(2-V)_n Pll A1+lq13-3P12ql+(2-V)_n2q11 B 1
2 + 2 =
Ip23-3P2q22-(2-V)(_n2p2_A2+!q23-3P2 q2 (2-V)OCn q2]B2 0 (27d)
Making use of Equations 15, 27b and 27c in Equations 27a and 27d and
simplifying, results in the following compact set of equations
(ql b - Pla)A 1 + (Pl b + qla)B1 - (q2 b -P2a)A2 - (P2 b + q2 a) B2 = 0 (28a)
qlA1 + PlB1 + q2A2 + P2B2 = 0 (28b)
-PlA1 + qlB1 - P2A2 + q2B2 = 0 (28c)
-(Plb+qla)Al+(qlb-Pla)Bl+(P2b+q2a)A2-(q2b-P2a)B 2 = 0 (28d)
The above system of homogeneous equations is linearly independent and therefore
has the trivial solution, A 1 = A 2 = B 1 = B 2 = 0. Thus, the form of the solution
does not admit to termwise satis.faetion of the symmetry conditions. However,
in the solution procedure to be employed, all the boundary conditions which are
not satisfied continuously will be satisfied at specified points. With this in mind,
Equation 28d is arbitrarily omitted and the remaining three equations are solved
in the terms of A 1. Consequently, all the field quantities will be given in terms
of the undetermined constant A 1. This constant, A1, will be evaluated by "Least-
Squares Point-Matching". One of the conditions to be matched is the vanishing
of the transverse shear force at y = 0, which is required to satisfy Equation 28d.
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A similar argument for the companionsolution (Equation 26) results
in an additional constant A 3, which must be evaluated in the same manner as was
employed for A 1.
For the special case n = 0, the symmetry conditions lead to the non-
vanishing field equations
-flo y
w = A o(cosfloy + sinflo y) e (29a)
1/2
Nx = [(1-y2)AD_ 2flo2
-flo y
e A ° (cos floy + sin flo y) (29b)
- fl°Y (sin floy - cos floy ) (29c)Mx = - 2v D flo 2 e A °
e-flo y
My = - 2Dflo 2 A ° (sin floy - cos floy ) (29d)
3 -floy
Qy = -4Dfl ° e A ° cos/Joy (29e)
-rio y
e E 1 - cos floy _ (29f)v = _ A °
O
where again, A ° is the undetermined coefficient and is to be evaluated by point-
matching methods.
Thus, the dome solutions may be combined with undetermined parame-
ters A i and B i as follows:
I j
UD=_, A i (Uli(x,y)cos0+_lt(x,y)sinS) + _ BJ (u2j
i=0 j=o
cosO+v2j sin0)+Up (30a)
v D
I j
= Z Ai (Uli(x'Y)sinS+vliC°s 0) + _ Bj (-u2j
i=o j=o
sin 0 +_2j cos 0) + v (30b)P
w D
I j
=X AiWli(x'Y) +_ Bj w2j (x,y)
i=o j=o
5O
rI
I
I
I
I
I
I.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
M r =
I
I A i(mlix
i=0
J
+ _ Bj (m2j x
j=0
i
l+cos 2 0 l-cos 2 e
+ +
2 mliy 2 mlixy
1+cos 2 e l-cos 2 O
2 + m2jy 2 + m2jxy
sin 2 e)
sin 2 e)
S r
I
i 1+cos 2 O + .= Ai (nlix 2 nliy
i=0
J
l+cos20 + n2"+ Bj (n2jx 2 ]Y
j=O
1-cos 2 O
+ Sin 2 O)2 nlixy
1-cos 20
+2 n2jxy sin 2 O) + Np(X, y)
sin 20
i=0
J
+IBJ ( n2jy-n2j x
j=0
+ nllxy
cos 20)
sin 2 O + Npn2jxy cos 2 0) + (3o_
I
= I Ai ( qlix cos e + qliy sin8
i=O
J
+ IBj ( q2jxC°SO+q2jySinO
]=0
_ 2mlixySin20 + (mlix-mliy) cos28)
- 2m2jxySin2 e+ (m2j x- m2j ? COS2 _) (30g)
_r
I J
= I At (_lixC°sO+ _01iy sinO) + I Bj (_2jx cos 8+ _02jy
i=o j=o
sin e ) (3Oh)
where theuli, u2j, v-li,'" "' q_2jy are the unit solutions, functions of x and y and
y(0 = tan-1 _), as developed in subsection C-2. For example, Uli used in
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Equation (30a) is the u of (22a), whereas the u2j of (30a) is the u of (22a) after
the replacements indicated by Equation (26)have been made.
Although the solution, characterized by negativeexponentials in the
y direction, gives rise to a decaying stress field, the companionsolution will
have a trigonometric variation in the samedirection. Therefore, the far field
boundary conditions, Equations6, will be satisfied in a least-squares sense.
For example, consider the first condition of 62. At x = Lx, the particular
solution satisfies the boundary condition and the remaining two solutions must
vanish. For n equal to an odd integer, Nx given by Equation 20a vanishes identi-
cally. However, this will not be the case for n equal to even integers. The
companion solution will decay exponentially for all values of the index. The
vanishing of the complementary solutions at x = L must be accomplished point-
x
wise.
The general description presented here is characteristic of all the
far field boundary conditions (Equations 6). Satisfaction of these conditions as
well as the shell joining will be described in Section IV.
l
t
t
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SECTIONIV
FLARE-DOME SHELL POINT-MATCHING
A. INTRODUCTION
As has been shown, solutions for the dome and flare shell equations of equilibrium
and compatibility consist of truncated series [Section II Equations (39) and Section HI
Equations (30) ], each term of which satisfies the homogeneous differential equations
and is multiplied by an undetermined coefficient, and particular solutions which
satisfy the nonhomogeneous shell equations.
The coefficients of the solutions to the homogeneous equations must now be
determined to obtain expressions which satisfy the boundary conditions at the top
edge of the cylinder-flare, the flare-dome junction, and the far field of the dome.
In addition, the resulting solutions must satisfy conditions of symmetry about the
x and y axes. The symmetry conditions follow from the assumption of constant
(but different from one another) curvatures in the principal dome directions.
B. POINT-MATCHING
To determine the A i and Bi of Equations (30) (Section II), boundary and symmetry
conditions will be satisfied pointwise. For example, at the flare-dome intersection,
compatibility requires:
U F = U D
V F = V D
W F = W D
¢S = _r
and equilibrium requires:
N S = N r
NSe = Nre
Qs = Qr
M s = _ M r
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(i)
(2)
Therefore, select one point, ri, e t (see Figure 9) at the intersection curve
of the two shells, and generate eight linear equations in the A, B, C for each
point.
In a similar manner, point-matching the dome membrane conditions
at x = L (Figure 9) and various y's:
x
N = membrane force
x
N =0
xy
Qx =0
M =0
x
(3)
at y = Ly (Figure 9) and various x' s"
N = membrane force
Y
N =0
xy
Qy = 0
M =0
Y
(4)
leads to four simultaneous equations in the A. and B. for each point matched.1 j
• INDICATES MATCHED
POINT _
Figure 9. Typical Array of Matched Points
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Symmetry conditions about the x andy axes, not automatically satisfied
by the trial functions are point-matched:
while
atx = 0 and various y's, Qx = 0 (5)
aty = 0 and various x's, Qy 0
M S ,
by internal pressurization.
(6)
Conditions at the cylinder edge need not be point-ma+ched, since the
NS' NS0' QS automatically satisfymembrane boundary conditions created
By judicious selection of the points matched, an equal number of unknowns
and Ck n) and linear point-matched algebraic equations may be obtained.(Ai, Bj
This can be achieved by the appropriate choice of the maximum Fourier index
n and the maximum dome summation indeces I and J. These are then solved
simultaneously for the constants and reinserted in the series solutions of
Sections IIand HI. However, ifthe number of unknowns is less than the number
of equations, a solution may be obtained in the least-square sense.
explained in the following subsection.
This is
C. LEAST-SQUARES
Let the system of linear equations, generated as described above, be de-
noted as
C11x I + C12x 2 + C13x 3 + ... + ClnX n-T 1 = 0
C21x I + C22x 2 + C23x 3 + ... + C2nX n-T 2 = 0
C31x 1 + C32x 2 + C33x 3 + ... + C3nX n-T 3 = 0 (7)
CmlX 1+ Cm2X 2+ Cm3X 3 +... + CmnX n -T =0m
where m > n, and Xl, x 2 .. x n are the unknowns.
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The equations (7) may be expressed in matrix form as
- {TJ = 0 (s)
where C _ is the m x n matrix of the coefficients Cll, C12 ..... Cmn; _x) is
the column matrix x 1, x2,..x n, and {T} is the column matrix T1, T2, .. T m.
The well-known least squares procedure is to pre-multiply the equation (8) by
the transpose of [C], say [C7', that is, form the equation
[C]' [CJ [x] - [C]' {T_} = 0 (9)
The resulting system of equations (9) is n equations in n unknowns. Further-
more, if [C_ is of rank n and [CJ' [C] is of rank n, then the system of
equations has a unique solution. It shall now be established that the above pro-
m
cedure minimizes the sum of the squares of the residuals, __ ei 2 where
i=l
e i = CilX 1 + Ci2x 2 + ... + CinX n - Ti, (10)
thereby justifying the name "least-squares."
For the purposes of economy of notation, we rewrite (10) as
e i = Cik x k - T i (k = 1,2,...n)
(i = 1,2,...m; m>n)
(II)
where the repeated subscript indicates summation and the rank of the [C] matrix
is n.
Let y be defined by
y = e i e i (i2)
For stationary values,
he.
5-2-5x. = 0 = 2 e i 5x.1 . (13)= 2 e i Ci_J (j = 1, 2,.. n)
J J
From (il) and (13),
Cik Cij x k - T i C.ij = 0 (14)
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Now Cik Cij is the kj element of [C_' [C_ which is taken to be of ran n,
o be the unique solution of (14).that is, it is nonsingular. Let x k
Now consider y = y (Xk). Then by Taylor's expansion about x_,
o oY(X k) = y(x k) + (x k-xk)
+ \SxjSx kl 0 (xj xj)(x k-
(15)
The series terminates because all higher derivatives are zero.
Therefore, since the first partial derivatives are zero,
o o
Y(Xk) - Y(Xk) = (_xj.SXkJ ° (xj -xj )(x k-x k°)
O
y (Xk) - y (x k) = 2 CikCij 6j 5 k (16)
0
where 5. = x. - x.
J J ]
O
Y (x k) - y (x k)
Thu s,
= 2 (Cij 5j) (Cik 6k)
= sum of squares > 0
Y(Xk) - Y(Xk °) _ 0
But Cik 6 k = 0 implies that 6 k
O
y (Xk) - y (Xk) > 0 if
and consequently
= O, since the rank of C is n.
y (Xk°) is
x k - Xk° # 0
an absolute minimum.
(17)
Therefore
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SECTIONV
COMPUTERPROGRAM
A. INTRODUCTION
A computer program which employs the analysespresented in Sections II
through IV has beendeveloped. It consists of six separate parts as described
below:
Part 1: Computer unit solutions of the flare equations. Output
from this portion of theprogram includes five tapes
to be input in subsequentparts of the program.
Part 2: Obtains the point-matching matrix [a..], and right-1j
hand side {yi} for the system [aij] [xi] = [yi}, where
the x i are the unknowns Ai, 5' and C_. Output from
this part is used as input to Part 3.
Part 3: Computes the least-square matrix if [aij] is not a
square matrix (if it is square, this step is omitted),
normalizes the point-matching equations, orders
them to facilitate more accurate solutions, and solves
n using double precision. Thesefor the Ai, Bj, and Ck,
are reproduced on tape which is used in Parts 4, 5, and 6.
Part 4: Determines the dome stresses and deflections using the
A i and Bj obtained in Part 3.
Part 5: Computes the flare stresses and deflections employing the
CkOf Part 3, together with tapes I - 5 developed in Part 1.
Part 6: Checks the point-matching equations of Part 2, to determine
n
how well they are satisfied, using the Ai, Bj and Ck of
Part 3 and the [aij] of Part 2.
It should be pointed out that although the program appears segmented, it
is possible to run each part consecutively in a single machine pass; if the input
cards for each section are properly interspersed between the program decks of
successive parts.
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B. GEOMETRY OF FLARE
Application of the matrix solution of Section II to typical flared nozzle problems
requires the specification of certain geometric quantities, from which the system-
properties matrices Ai, Bi, Ci, and gi' i = 0, 1, 2 .... , N, may be computed.
Two input options, explained below, are available for this purpose.
Option 1 inputs an array of axial and radial coordinates on the shell's meridional
middle-surface, as well as the thickness and meridional curvature at these locations
(see Figure 10a). A cubic curve fit is then made through the first three points
with the additional condition that slopes of shell thickness, meridional curvature,
and middle-surface, are zero with respect to the shell axis. This simplification
is permissible, since the nozzle starts out as a circular cylinder of uniform wall
thickness. The length of curve between the first two points is then divided into
finite difference intervals, equally spaced with respect to the nozzle's axial
coordinate. A cubic fit is then made, using the second, third, and fourth points,
as well as the slope of the previous cubic, at the second input station. This back-
stepping of the cubic fit is continued to insure a smooth flare contour. The interval
between the second and third points is again subdivided into N finite difference
intervals, equally spaced with respect to the nozzle axis. This process is
continued until finally, the last three input points 1_-2, 1_-1, and 1_, as well as the
slope of the previous cubic slope at the I_-2 station, are used to generate the last
cubic, which is then subdivided into 2I_ equal intervals, between 1_-2 and N, along
the cylinder axis. Thus, the nozzle geometry is subdivided into N = 1_ x N finite
difference intervals with N + 1 end points denoted by i = 0, 1, 2 .... ,N. Next,
dimensionless arc-lengths, Ai, are computed using the Pythagorean Theoreum
and coordinates of adjacent points. Then, the following quantities, in the order
indicated, are computed employing parabolic central finite-difference differentiations
where app top riate:
,j1 - (p;)2
I I
Pi' Pi' }'i' _i = Pi ' _s '
ti/t c (ti/tc)3 t
_ b _ _ cbi ' i ' di ' dl X=--
I-Y 2 12 (1-Y 2) i ' r c
6O
I °_ -r
I -,4 I--t_ -
_" ( rl_, z_<, ¢o_<) Note, ¢a_< IS NEGATIVE FOR THIS
I Noo _ __N_,;_._ _.
SHELL AXIS
I N.
n a. Input Option 1
I
[ __ i_. t 0 _ r
I
M a
[ to
b. Input Option 2
Figure 10. Cylinder-Flare Input Geometry
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It is nowpossible to compute the a's and b's of Appendices1 and 2, from which
the matrices of SectionII, Equations (14b, c, d, etc. ) may be obtained.
Option2 inputs the radius, a, of a circular cylinder and the semi-horizontal,
5, and vertical, fi, axes of a quarter of an elliptical torus which mates smoothly
with the cylinder (see Figure 10b), The variables zf, tf, and t D permit a quadratic
thickness variation in the flare. The cylinder, of length Se, is divided into M equally
spaced difference intervals, while the total number of intervals for the combined
shell is N F. The elliptical dimensionless arc lengths, are given by
_ 2 - - 2
d(ri ri_ 1) +(z i zi_ 1)
A=
1 r
C
where: r i = a + _ (1-cos q_i)
z i = fl sin ¢i + Sc
_i-M) _r
and: q_i = 2(N-M) , i=M + 1, M +2, ...,N
!
The _si and ¢Csi are computed from
_si = - rc fl _ [_ 2sin 2 _ + f12 cos 2 ¢Pi _ -3/2
, _ _ 2Wsi =3 -_-_-J u_s cos_isin_p i
! I
and the remaining quantities, Pi' Pi' _i' bi' b'i' di' di and ¢cOi
as for Option 1.
are computed
C. DOME GEOMETRY
For a complete description, the dome geometry simply requires the principal
curvatures, the dome boundaries Lx, Ly, a constant thickness tD, and boundary
radius, ri, at which the dome joins with the flare.
The outer boundaries of the dome, defined by L x and Ly, remain somewhat
arbitrary in that they are usually not uniquely defined, but must be chosen within
certain bounds. These bounds are determined as follows:
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(I)
(2)
The minimum distance away from the flare intersection
curve at which localized nozzle attachment effects must be
essentially negligable is a lower bound for L and L and
x y
Lx and L must be sufficiently small so as not to violateY
the dome assumptions such as constant principal radii
of curvature and shallowness.
Based on experimental data, the minimum L and L should be approximately
x y
four times the flare-dome intersection radius. However, the only true method
of establishing whether the magnitudes of L and L are adequate, is to rerun
x y
any given problem with different Lx, s and Ly,s. This should be repeated until
the stress and deflection results stabilize to the same value near the nozzle
junction, while still decaying to the membrane stress field at L and L . These
x y
same comments are applicable for the cylinder length coordinate at z = 0, where
it is assumed that membrane conditions prevail.
D. POINT-MATCHING
The points at which boundary conditions will be matched are indicated by
dots in Figure 11.
NDY is the number of points along the y axis at which (_x is set equal to
zero. The YD are the ordinates of these points. In a similar manner, NDX
and NDXP establish the points at which (_y is set equal to zero.
NDXP is the number of points along y = L at which membrane boundary
Y
conditions, of which there are four, are satisfied, and XPD are the specific
points. Similarly, NDYP and YPD relate to membrane conditions along x = L .
x
The membrane condition used are presented in Section IV, Equations (3) and (4).
NDTHP is the number of points along the flare-dome intersection at which
compatibility and equilibrium are satisfied (Equations (1) and (2) of Section IV}.
The specific points are defined by the THDP.
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,._r_" ( NDTHP )
xD (NDx)
(NDyP)
Lx_ = _-
yPD
yD
¢
(NDy)
o
(NDxP)
I
1
t
Ly
I
1
Figure 11. Points at Which Boundary Conditions are Matched
E. NOMENCLATURE AND PROGRAM FLOW CHARTS
The Input Nomenclature is presented in the following pages and Appendix
IV contains the program Flow Charts. In addition, a separate simplified User's
Manual, supplements this report.
INPUT NOMENCLATURE
Physical Dimensional Program
Symbols Units Symbols
E psi EF, ED, ELAS
p psi
r in.
c
t in.
c
NU, NUD
PSI
RC
Physical Description
Modulus of elasticity; assumed the
same for dome-flare-cylinder
configuration
Poisson's ratio
Internal pressure
Characteristic radius
TC Characteristic radius
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Physical
Symbols
g c
n
N
N F
a
i
r k
I
zk
!
t
O
I
O
I
o_k
(x
z F
S
C
D
L
X
L
Y
Dimensional Program
Units Symbols
psi SIGC
NBAR
Physical Description
Characteristic stress
Maximum Fourier index for flare
If NC option 2 = 1, use the following flare input geometry.
(Reference Figure 9a)
NB
NBB
NF
in. A, ACR
in. RPK
in. ZPK
in. TZP
-1in. OM Z P
-1
in. OMPK
Number of flare input coordinate
points
Number of finite-difference intervals
into which segment between successive
input points is subdivided
Number of flare finite difference
intervals = 1_ . I_
Radius of cylinder
Radii of cylinder-flare input
points
Vertical coordinate of cylinder-
flare input points
Thickness at top of cylinder
Curvature at top of cylinder
Curvature at cylinder-flare input
points
If NC Option 2 = 0, use the following flare input geometry.
(Reference Figure 9b)
in. ALPHA
in. BETA
in. Z F
in. SC
Horizontal semi-axis (ellipse) for
flare geometry
Vertical semi-axis (ellipse) for
flare geometry
Flare thickness parameter; adjusted
so quadratic flare thickness approx-
imates desired thickness variation
Cylinder length
in. TTDD Flare thickness parameter
in. LX
in. LY
Dome half-span in x direction
Dome half-span in y direction
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Physical
Symbols
t D
1/R
X
1/R
Y
I
J
NDY
NDX
NDYP
NDXP
NDTHP
r°
1
hr (or AR)
X o
_x
Ay
e
O
&8
e£
Dimensional
Units
in.
-1in.
-1in.
ine
in.
in.
in.
in.
degrees
degrees
degrees
Program
Symbols
TD
RATIO X
RATIO Y
ID
JD
NDY
NDX
NDYP
NDXP
NDTHP
RINIT
DE LTAR
XO
DELTAX
DE LTAY
THETAO
DTHETA
THLAST
PhAfsical Description
Dome thickness
Dome curvature in x direction
Dome curvature in y direction
Maximum index on series which
decays exponentially in y direction
Maximum index on series which
decays exponentially in x direction
Number of points matched along
y axis
Number of points matched along
x axis
Number of points matched along
y=L
Y
Number of points matched along
x=L
X
Number of points matched along
r=r. 1
Radius of flare-dome intersection
Radial increment for output stations
for stress and deflection computation
Cartesian output stations
Increment for cartesian output
stations
Increment for cartesian output
stations
Polar output stations
Polar increment for output stations
Final angle for polar output stations
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
t
1
1
lo
o
Q
o
o
o
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APPENDIX I
FORMULAS FOR THE "a" COEFFICIENTS OF SECTION II
_,,: [ b +d,,t'(<.<,,-u_) _ ]
+-d,_:_z<x,e]
I +-2,4:U(_<dD.- 7=ct..,_,- a'<w.,:w.) (<,',-_.)
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APPENDIX III
SHALLOW SHELL EQUATIONS
A. INTRODUCTION
A system of partial differential equations suitable for the analysis of thin,
shallow shells was originally developed by Marguerre (Reference 12). The
assumption of shallowness, which entails neglecting quantities such as (_x-_-_ _
X
in comparison to unity, represents an essential simplification in the analysis of
arbitrarily shaped shells. Although the use of a shallow shell theory approach
offers attractive possibilities for the solution of engineering problems, standard
reference texts, such as Fl_/gge (Reference 9) and Timoshenko and Woinowsky-
Krieger (Reference 13)donot include the particulars uf Marguerre's investiga-
tion. Therefore, to insure completeness of the present report, the governing
equations for a shallow, elliptic-paraboloidalshell will be developed in detail.
It should be noted that the elliptic paraboloid is capable of representing a
variety of shapes provided that
The region represented is shallow
The curvatures are essentially constant
The Gaussian curvature is positive.
The results obtained herein also apply to shells of negative Gaussian curvature,
which could be shown by following a similar development using an hyperbolic
paraboloid.
The geometric assumptions (these form the basis for the shallow shell
theory), the constituent stress-strain relations, and the associated equilibrium
equations (compatible with the shallowness assumptions) will be discussed in
Subsections B, C, and D, respectively. Reduction of the resulting system of
fourteen equations, involving the same number of unknowns, to one fourth order
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partial differential equation for a complex deflection-stress function, will be
presented in subsectionE.
B. GEOMETRICAL CONSIDERATIONS
i. Shell Geometry
The geometry of a shell surface is completely determined by specify-
ing the equation of the surface. For the elliptic-paraboloidalshell, with respect
to a centrally located Cartesian coordinate system (Figure 5), this surface is
represented by
(_x--- + = f(x,y) (A-l)Z ----
x y
where R and R are constants.
x y
by the vector
An arbitrary point on the middle surface is given
A
r = xi + yj + f(x,y)k (A-2)
where i, j, and k are unit vectors aligned in the x, y, and z directions, respec-
A
tively. The locations of all other field points are measured along a normal (n) to
the median surface. Thus, a generic point in the shell is given by (Figure 5)
^ ^R(x, y, _) = r + (A-3)
where _ is measured along the local normal.
A preliminary step in developing the field equations is the construction
of a curvilinear coordinate system on the reference surface of the shell. Since
this surface is given in Monge's form (Equation A-l), then the Cartesian coordinates
x and y are taken as parameters. Thus, the curvilinear coordinate system con-
sists of the parametric curves formed by the intersection of the surface with the
planes x = constant and y = constant. Unit vectors, tangent to the coordinate
and i (Figure A-l) and are defined ascurves are denoted as i x Y
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y = CONSTANT
Figure A-1.
= CONSTANT
^
z_ R(x,y,o)
X
Parametric Curves on an Elliptic- Paraboloidal
Shell Surface
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5x
ix I_l
IbXl
A
5Y
i
(A-4a)
in addition the unit normal is
_i_R x ___
^ bx bY
n =
J "J_ x -_-g-
_x by
(A-4b)
PuttLn% Equation A-3, with _ = 0, into Equations A-4 and making use of Equation
A-1 results in
X
i-_-- k
X
i = ±
X
'V
Y [1 (R--_y_2] _+
A
n
x_-- i+ j +k
x y
\Rx/
l
(A-5)
8O
Considering the shell to be shallow, then
2 2
x y
will be negligible
in comparison with unity and Equation A-5 becomes
X
=i kix -
X
iy = j - R-y- k (A-6)
Y
x i+R--Y- j +kn =_-
x y
The differential length of arc between two neighboring points, with
position vectors R(x, y, _) and R+dR, respectively (Figure A-2) is
(ds)2 ^ ^
= dR " dR (A-7a)
where
^ ^ A
^
dR = 5R dx+SR dy+ ?R5 x 5 Y _-_ d_ (A-7b)
and to the order of approximation in the analysis
A
5n dy + n d _ (A-7c)dR = ix+ _ 5xJ dx+ + _ 5Y
Putting Equation A-7c into A-7a, and carrying out the indicated operations leads to
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0Figure A-2. Displacement of a Generic Point in the Shell
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x x y y
2 ,I 2
X
+ 2y_ dyd_ + 2xy dxdy (A-7d)2 RR
R x y
Y
(_)2 _ xy_
After neglecting terms of the type x , \RxRy,_ , etc., when compared
to unity, in accordance with the shallowness assumption, Equation A-7d reduces to
= (dx) 2 + (1+ R_Ry (dy) 2 + (d_) 2 (A-8a)'ds) 2 (I+R____X_2 )2
which is the first fundamental form of the shallow eUiptic-paraboloidal shell. In
addition, the principal radii of curvature, R 1 and R2, can be written as
1 1
R I RxQ+[._x]2)1 (x v, _ '2
(A-8b)
1
R 2
. Z _Z
%(_ + [R_--] 2) J i +(-_-) +(R-_- J
y x y
and, as a consequence of the shallowness assumption, Rx and RY
mately equal to the principal radii of curvature.
are approxi-
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EquationA-8a is employed to determine the strain displacement
components. Themetriceoefficients, i.e.,(l+ R-_-), _1+ R-_-), and I are
x y
also required to define the stress and moment resultants.
2. Strain Displacement Relations
General expressions for the strain components in an arbitrarily
shaped body have been derived by Wang (Reference 14). These expressions are
referred to an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system, where a differential
length of arc is specified by
(ds) 2 = (Ald_l)2 + (A2d_2)2 + (A3d_3)2
The strain-displacement relations are
1 5 u I u 2 5A 1 u 3 5A 1
= + AIA3A 1 5 _1 + A1A2 5_2 5_3
¢2
1 5 u 2 u 3 5A 2
_-- +
h 2 5 _2 A2A3 5_3
u I 5A 2
÷
A2A 1 5_ 1
1 5 u 3 u I 5A 3 u 2 5A 3
E3 = + A3A1 + A3A2
A2 5 (u_2) A1= +12 A 1 5_ i A2 5_2
(A-9)
(A-10a)
(A-10b)
(A-lOc)
(A-lOd)
AI 5 _u111 ) A3= ÷
_13 A3 5_3 A1 5_1
(A-10e)
A 3 5 (u_ A 2)'23 = 2 5_2 ) + 3 5_3 2
(A-10f)
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where Ul, u2, and u3 are the displacements in the coordinate directions _1' _2'
and _ 3' respectively. The notation used for extensional strains ((1' ¢ 2' ¢ 3) and
shear strains (712 , 723, 731) is in accordance with the usual convention of
elasticity.
The strain displacement relations for a shallow elliptic paraboloidal
shell can be obtained directly from Equations A-10 by formally identifying the
metric coefficients in Equation A-8a with their counterparts in Equation A-9.
Therefore, with
_1 =
_2 =
=
A 1
A 2
A 3 =
u 1 =
u 2 =
u 3 =
X
Y
i+i
R
X
R
Y
U
V
W
(h-ii)
Ii
i
I
Equations A-10 become
E
X
1
Y
1
f
Y
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(A-12a)
(A-12b)
I
_W
(A-12e)
1 ___V 1 _U
_-- ÷
x y
(A-12d)
(A-12e)
Y Y
(A-12f)
These relations can be simplified by assuming that normals to the undeformed
middle surface remain normal to the deformed middle surface, and are un-
extended. Mathematically, these assumptions require
--0 (A-13)
_x_ = _y_ = E
which, in terms of the displacements (Equations A-12c, A-12e, and A-12f), lead
to the constraints
_w
-- 0
_b_ U + 1
_ I+ 1+
x x
b__ V + 1
Y Y
= 0
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The first of Equations A-14 specifies that
w = w (x, y) (A- 15a)
and after integrating the remaining two equations with respect to _, the displace-
ments become
5w
U,x,y,_) =(I+R -_._ U,x,y.0)-_ _ ,A-15b)
X
_W
V,x,y,_) = (I+R_ _ v,x,y,0) - _' _'-_'-
Y
(A-15c)
where u(x,y, 0) and v(x, y, 0) are the median surface displacements.
Substituting Equations A-15 into Equations A-12a, A-12b, and A-12d
and assuming that the shell is sufficiently thin so that _ and are negligible
x y
in comparison to unity, yields the final form of the strain displacement relations
for the elliptic-paraboloidal shell. These kinematic relations are
¢ =Su + w _ __52w
x 5 x R x 5x 2
¢ =by + w _ _52w
Y 5 Y Ry 5y2
52
Yxy= 5u + 5v - 2_ w5 Y 5 x 5xby
(A-16)
$7
C* STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS
Stress-strain relations, suitable for thin shells, are
E
x = 2 (E + v ( ]
l-y x y
E (_ + VEx ) (A-17)
_Y = 1 - v 2 Y
E
rxy 2(I + u) 7xy
where the normal stress, a _, has been omitted, since it does not contribute to
the analysis. However, the integral of a _ through the thickness of the shell is
an essential feature of the problem, as it gives rise to the surface loading.
Substitutingthe strain displacement relations, Equations A-16, into
Equations A-17 results in
ax (,.1 - v 2 5x bY y 5x 2 by
/ E 5v +v _u + 1 V 52w 52w
O'y =(x,l_v2 _ by 5 x (,._yy +_xx _ w-_ bY 2 + U--Sx 2
+ j
rxy 2(1 + v) 5Y 5x 5x5---_
which are the requisite stress displacement relations for a thin, shallow, elliptic
paraboloidal shell.
_C },
In accordance with the thinness assumption, i.e. and _-- are negligible'R
x y
in comparison with unity, the force and moment resultants are defined by
_8
t/2 t/2
_x :j _x< _x :_ _x d_
-t/2 -t/2
t/2 t/2
Ny = f ffyd_ My =J' _ ffyd_
-t/2 -t/2
(A-19)
t/2 t/2
--I INxy rxy d_ M = _ r d_
-W xy
-t/2 -t/2
with the associated sign convention shown in Figure 6. The transverse shear
resultants, Qx and Qy, and the surface load p(x,y) are given by
t/2
Qx = _ T x_ d_
-t/2
t/2
Qy = _ r y_ d_
-t/2
(A-20)
p (x,y) =
The force and moment resultants can be evaluated from Equations A-18,
and are
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= A 2k__+ V _¢5__Y..+ + Y'-_- w_jNx 8 x _ Y x Ry
Ny LSY 5x + w
Nxy 2 5Y 5 x
F 52w 52w
M = - D L---_ + v _]
_: 5y 2
(A-21)
M = - D
Y
52w + 5 2w]
52w
Mxy= - (1- v) D
5xSy
where as usual D - Et 3 Etand A -
12 (1 - v 2) 1 - v 2
Consequently, the stresses
can now be expressed in terms of the resultants and Equations A-18 will then take
the form
N 12_'M
X X(y = _ +
x t t 3
N 12_M
(_ =--Y- + Y
y t t 3 (A-22)
N 12_M
=____ xy
r xy t + t3
9O
D. EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS
A consistent set of equilibrium equations and associated boundary conditions,
compatible with the assumed kinematic and constituent stress-strain relations,
will be developed by employing the Theorem of Minimum Potential Energy. The
potential energy (y) is given by
= Ys - Yw (A-23)
where Y s is the strain energy and Y w is the work done by the boundary forces.
Setting the first variation of the potential energy equal to zero will lead to the
equilibrium conditions.
Trm strain energy functional is taken as
Ys =2 ¢YxCx y xy _'xy x y
and after putting Equations A-16 and A-18 into A-24a and integrating the resulting
equation with respect to _ the strain energy becomes, in terms of the displacements,
2 2
__jj_c_u_ _ 2vc_u__x_C___y)_v+_y_s 2 bx b x bY \bY
X
2
2 2
+ 2P 5 w2 h w2 + + 2(1 - P) bxby.j dxdy
bx bY bY 2
(A-24b)
The work done by the boundary forces (y w ) is given by
_'w = J_ F" Z dsd_ + j_j_ pw dxdy
_s
(A-25a)
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where F is the force vector
"F = Xix+Yi + ZI_ (A-25b)Y
and the components are
X = a cos (£ ,x) + r cos (£,y)
x xy
= cos (_ ,x) + (r cos (£,y) (A-25c)Y "rxy y
Z
rx_COS (_,x)+ry_ cos (£,y)
In the above equations £ is the outward drawn normal to the boundary curve in
the reference surface of the shell. The displacement vector Z is
A
Z = Ui +Vi +wn (A-25d)
x y
or (from Equations A-15b and A-15c with _ • 2_ << 1)
R 'R
x y
= _ _ 5w ix + v-_ i +wn5x by y
Substituting Equations A-25b, A-25c, and A-25e into Equation A-25a and
integrating through the thickness results in
=;{[ ]_tw N cos (£, x) + N cos (£, y) ux xy
S
+ [ Nxy cos (£ ,x) + Ny cos (£, y)Iv+ [ Qx cos(£ ,x)+Qy cos (£,y)] w
-[M cos (£,x)+M cos (£,y) j 5w _[M cos(£,x)x xy 5x xy
+M cos (£,y) ds+ pwdxdy
Y bY
(A-26)
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Before proceeding with the minimization process a portion of the work
integral (yw} is recast in order to display the "Kirchhoff free edgecondition. "
To this end, consider the identity
Qx cos(£ ,x) + cos (£ ,y) w - Mx cos (£,x) + Mxy cos(£,y)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
- MxyCOS (£,x)+MyCOS (%,y) 5Y ds =
-M xcos (_ x) 5w _ M cos (£,y) 5w
' 5x y _y
__5_ cos(£ y) _ cos(£ x)} dsx (MxyW) ' - (MxyW) ' (A-27a)
According to the sign convention shown in Figure 6 and the relations between
dx, dy, and ds (Figure A-3), which are
then
cos (_, x) = dyds
-dx
cos (£ ,y) = d-'s
J_(_ (MxyW) cos (£,y)+_5__5y (Mxy w) cos (£,x)} ds =
5x 5y
(A-27b)
(A-27c)
The vanishing of this integral follows from the evaluation of the contour integral
over a rectangular path with the sign convention given in Figure 6.
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Ydx
dy ds
X
dy
Y
dx
_,i )
dy
cos (.(,x) =
ds
dx
cos ( J_,y)=- _-;
Figure A-3. Direction Cosines Along a Contour in the x,y Plane
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Making use of the identity, Equation k-27a, with the associated simplification
I given by Equation A-27c, in A-26, the work integral reduces to
---_ _ cos,_,y)_ u+ EN cos(_,x) + N cos(_,y)] v
_w _L [ N x cos(_, x) + Nxy xy y/
- M x cos(_,x) _w _ M cos(_,y) ds + pw dxdy (A-28)5x y _y
Thus, the potential energy is composed of the difference between the strain energy,
given by A-24b, and the work done by the boundary forces, given by A-28.
Minimization of the potential energy follows by application of the usual pro-
cedures in the Calculus of Variations. Tt_at is, the displacements u, v, and w are
replaced by the one parameter family of comparison functions u+_ 6u, v+T/6 v, and
w+_75w in Equation A-23. The potential energy is then expressed as a function of
the parameter 77, and the necessary condition for y to assume a stationary value is
that-_ = 0 as _ approaches zero.
d_7
Making the appropriate substitution in Equations A-24b and A-28 and per-
forming the indicated operations results in
Rx + +v w ( sv+x _x _ x. _y Y
_y Y x. _y
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2 5 x 5Y 6x JJ 5x 2 25x
2+V 5 w 525 w +V 5 w +5 w +2(I-v) h w dxdy
2 2 2 2 2 2 5 xdy 5 xdy J
5 x 5Y 5x 5Y 5Y 5Y
cos(_,x) +N- cos(£,y)] 6u+ IN cos(_,x)+N cos(£,y)] 6v
xy xy y
+[(Qx+SMxY_ cos(_ x)+CQy+Bs-_x _ cos(_,y)] 6w5Y
cos(_,x) 55w __ cos(£,y)_'_ ds-[['pSwdxdy=0 (A-29)
x 5x y 5Y 9 dd
where the bar notation on the force and moment resultants denotes prescribed edge
quantities. Recalling the force and moment resultant-displacement relations (Equa-
tions A-21), permits Equation A-29 to be put into the form
N
5x Y BY xy BY bx J x y
-M _25w M h25w 2M 525w} dxdy
x 2 y 2 xy 5xsY
5x 5Y
8
cos(£ ,x)+l_ eos(_ ,y)] 6u + IN cos(L ,x) + N eos(_ ,y)] 5v
xy xy y
- cos(_,y)@ } ds = 0 (A-30)
- My
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Employing the identity
C _B C__C_B__B _C
and then making use of Green's theorem
(A-31a)
]][Bx +bh-_yB] dR=_ (Cdy-Bdx)
R s
(A-31b)
with the relations A-27b, Equation A-31b becomes
S
(A-31c)
and the final form of Equation A-29 can be written as
.r_{-on[_"-x-,-_x_]-ov[-_ .,-A_I5x BY BY
B 2M B 2M 5 2M N N[ ,,+2 :_+_:_ x __+_]}_y
- 5w _ 5xby 2 -R--- R
Bx BY x y
+ cos(£, x) + N
xy cos(£,y) -(Nx cos(£,x) + Nxy cos(£, y))] 5u
[ - _ ]+ Nxy cos(_ ,x) + Ny cos(£ ,y) - Nxy cos(£ ,x) + Ny cos(_ ,y) 5v
-[ (Mx-Mx) cos,£ ,x) 55_w+ (My-M:y)cos(_ ,y)@ ]Bx
÷ + x-y - --QxBY
- _) oo_(_,x)
BY
+ 5M_y-,) cos(_,y)] 5w} ds = 0+('2BMxY 5M_Y __y_ 5x j
_- b x BY
(A-32)
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Since the domainof integration is arbitrary, then satisfaction of EquationA-32
requires the vanishing of the integrands. The area integrals, lead to the field
equations
Nx + 5NxN = 0 (A-33a)
5x bY
5Nx Y + 5Ny = 0 (A-33b)
5 x bY
52M 2 52M 52M N N
x + xy + ___ x ---'Y+p = 0
2 5xby 2 R R
5x bY x y
and the contour integral stipulates the associated boundary conditions.
set mast include
(A-33c)
A consistent
u or N cos(_,x) +N cos(£y)
x xy
v or N cos(£ ,x) + N cos(_y)
xy y
W or (Qx 5Mxy_ c°s(£ x) + (Qy+ bY J
+ cos( y)
bx /
(A-34a)
(A-34b)
(A-34c)
5w or M (A- 34d)
b x x
5w or M (A-34e)
bY Y
In addition, the arbitrariness of the boundaries leads to the field equations for
the transverse shear resultants
5Mx + 5Mxy (A-35a)
Qx- 5x bY
9q
_x 5y (A-35b)
The formulation is now completed and the coupled linear system of fourteen
partial differential equations for the fourteen unknowns, u, v, w, _x' Cy, 7xy' Nx'
Ny, Nxy, M x, My, M i, Qx' and Qy, consists of Equations A-16, A-2I, A-33, and
A-35, subject to the boundary conditions listed in Equations A-34.
E. COMPLEX DEFLECTION-STRESS FUNCTION
The governing equations for the stresses and deflections (which are fourteen
in number) in a thin, shallow elliptic paraboloidal shell can be reduced to one fourth-
order partial differential equation in terms of a complex deflection-stress function.
To this end, one may define the auxiliary stress function, F, which is related to the
force resultants by
N = h2F
x 2
5Y
N = -- 52F (A-36)
xy 5xby
N =
y 2bx
and satisfies Equations A-33a and A-33b identically. Then, making use of the last
three relations of Equations A-21 in A-33c in conjunction with Equation A-36 results
in
DV4W+ V 2k F = p(x,y) (A-37)
where
2 2
V2 =__¢5_ + _L_2 2
5x 5Y
Vk =R--- 2 R-- 2
x 5y y 5x
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(A-38)
_74F- (1-y2) AV2 k W = 0 (A-39)
The system of Equations A-37 and A-39 for the deflection and stress function
will be reduced to a single fourth-order partial differential equation by introducing
the complex function _, defined by
q_ = w + iF (A-40)
E (1-y 2) AD_ 1/2
where now i = _- 1 Substituting from Equations A-40 into Equations A-37 and
A-39 leads to the controlling equation for _, which is
V4(p_i52 V2k q_ = p (x,Y)D (A-41a)
with
52 = (1- y2)A (A-41b)
D
Thus, the solution to a problem involving a thin, shallow elliptic-paraboloidal
shell reduces to the solution of Equation A-41a subject to the admissible boundary
conditions (Equations A-34). With _ determined, all the field quantities can be
evaluated by direct application of the interconnecting relations, Equations A-40,
A-36, A-21 and A-35.
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